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Healthcare = f { X, Y, Z, … }



Healthcare and technology

Inputs into healthcare 
• Labour (doctors, nurses) 
• Capital (hospitals, machines) 
• Scientific knowledge (drugs, devices)
• Doctor knowledge (diagnostics, techniques, treatments) 
• Patient knowledge (symptoms, cooperation )

… and data



Healthcare is a data problem

•Data must be produced

•Data must be trusted

•Data must be coordinated



This is a hard problem

• Patient data is dynamic and changes through time 

• Weak incentives to produce and share

• Fragmented in terms of production and property rights 

• Must be coordinated between parts of the healthcare system



Blockchain as a new institutional 
solution for the automation of 
trust in shared (health) data





Cost of trust

• Many of our economic 
institutions provide trust

• 35 per cent of the US labour 
force works in professions of 
trust

• trust is a $29 trillion industry



Citizen Alice Citizen Bob

Government

Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance (North 1990)

economic 
institutions & 
infrastructure

Government manufactures trust



Alice Bob

Miner

‘Blockchain is a three-sided market’ SSRN (Berg, Davidson, Potts 2018)

Blockchain industrialises trust
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Blockchain is economic infrastructure 
for next generation autonomous 
digital technologies



Blockchain = Web3

Web1 internet of data Information economy
email, file sharing

Web2 social internet Platform economy
mobile, social media, apps

Web3 internet of value
Token economy

cryptocurrency, digital assets, rules & 
governance, smart contracts, DAOs



Blockchain is a 
new technology 
for healthcare 
data problems

enable data records to be maintained 
through a decentralised network of 
computers, rather than in hierarchical and 
siloed data systems 





Electronic Health Records

• Patient side control
• Distributed and permissioned access
• A trust problem

The Patient Data Network stores a unique, encrypted Medical Record Number for each patient at each 
provider, a link to the patient’s profile and a hash of the profile data on the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain. 

A hash of and a link to health record assets (e.g. procedure, medication, appointment information) will also 
be stored on the blockchain. No health data itself is stored on the blockchain.



Scientific research

• Data on trials
• Preserving anonymity and assurance
• A trust problem

improve trial quality and patient safety at a reduced cost
• health data is requested and exchanged in real-time.
• data integrity and transparency
• Remove incomplete and inaccurate records through track and trace information to its source
• engage potential participants 
• Obtain informed consent 
• Opportunities for payment



Supply chains

• Pharma supply chains are complex
• Provenance and security
• A trust problem

• In 2018, Microsoft and Adents launched Adents NovaTrack to track transactions 
across any global supply chain, with a particular focus on pharmaceutical goods 

• In 2019, United States FDA approved a pilot project to use blockchain and IoT to 
track, monitor and verify prescription drug distribution across supply chains.

• The MediLedger Project provides a drug serialisation solution to enable 
pharmaceutical sector compliance with US drug supply chain regulations. Its 
working group members include Pfizer, Gilead, McKesson and Genentech 



Health Insurance

• Distributed payments and claims – possibly global
• An administrative cost
• Identity and records management
• A trust and verification problem

• Automatically collect and link administrative records, and act on that data using smart contracts.

• Smart contracts can detect fraudulent or falsified claims or applications

• Improving accuracy and relevance of health provider directories, reduces costs for insurers

• Simplifying the claims application process by providing easier access to medical records



blockchain will change healthcare industry: 

lowers cost of trust 
productivity gain from automation 

from hierarchy to platform
industrial architecture of healthcare = less centralised, less hierarchy



Better healthcare markets

Lower coordination and integration costs (e.g. open standards and APIs) 

• Lowers cost of entry along value chain = more competition 
• Better consumer service offerings and lower prices 

• Less healthcare planning, more healthcare entrepreneurship



Better incentives for data

The shift in property rights to consumer-side data creates 
higher-powered incentives to produce and upload data 

• higher quality data (e.g. cleaned and curated, + meta-
data) 
• increased quantity of data (e.g. from wearables) 



Better tech stack

• a platform upon which to build AI, IoT 
and other digital and computational 
services 

• provides an identity verification layer for 
machine-based payments, record-
keeping, contracting and compliance, 
blockchain-based infrastructure enables 
digital automation of health services 

• blockchain powers-up other technologies 
to better resolve the fundamental 
healthcare data problem



scale

• productivity gains through entrepreneurial competition, and 
better demand-side incentives enable the healthcare industry 
to grow 

• reduced cost of healthcare, & a rapid productivity 
improvement to enable better use of healthcare resources



Blockchain is the technology that will deliver 
the base layer for the digital health stack

RMIT Blockchain Innovation Hub in 
collaboration with DB Results has been 
pioneering research and development 
in this exciting new frontier of health 
and digital technology


